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Introduction
The paper describes a software system that simplifies the propagation of uncertainty using the
Monte Carlo Simulation (MCS) technique. This is used to model oil and gas measurement, processing
and allocation systems to find the financial exposure of the allocation. These uncertainty methods are
also well suited to recent proposals for Uncertainty Based Allocation (UBA).
Fluid flow is invariably derived from a functional relationship between a number of
measurements and this must be taken into account when analyzing flow measurement uncertainty. These
complex relationships are often further compounded when the results are cascaded into another system
such as a oil or gas pipeline allocation system. Determining the uncertainty of these systems is
problematic with conventional Root Sum Square (RSS) uncertainty methods. The MCS uncertainty
methods described here provide a reliable systematic method of determining allocation uncertainty.
Financial exposure due to measurement and allocation uncertainty
Existing oil and gas production infrastructure is being increasingly utilized to develop nearby
fields that would otherwise be uneconomic. Many are subsea developments where production is typically
measured with wet gas venturi or multi-phase meters or they are topsides developments where
production is found with hp (high pressure) separator metering and well tests. In these cases it is not
possible to measure production to the same standards as the previous generation of developments with
dedicated facilities.
During the conceptual design phase of a brownfield development partners in the existing
development and the third party entrant partners will investigate the viability of a number of schemes.
Among the criteria for selection of a final design is the uncertainty due to measurement and allocation,
and as a consequence, the financial exposure of each party. This may include government royalty
payments particularly when there are differential rates of royalty.
One solution is to unitize partners interests and royalties in which case allocation is not required.
This may not be possible for commercial or regulatory reasons in which case parties will be subject to
different levels of financial exposure due to allocation. Each party will asses the financial exposure of
the proposed measurement and allocation schemes with the lifetime cost of the development to
determine the viability of the project. Armed with this information partners in existing and new
developments are in a position to enter commercial negotiations and agreed way forward for the
proposed development.
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Uncertainty Based Allocation (UBA)
The imbalance between flow measurements close to the source of production and the export sales
meter is usually allocated by prorating the imbalance to each source meter. Where a source measurement
uncertainty in absolute terms is large, relative to other source measurements, it is reasonable to assume
that uncertainty is the major cause of the imbalance.
Allocation schemes have been proposed by Hassold, Webb and Letton [10], that offer a more
equitable allocation based on the source measurement uncertainty in the presence of unavoidable large
measurement uncertainties. MCS uncertainty is well suited to the complexity of these systems including
propagation of bias uncertainties and the need for regular updates for allocation.
How do we define uncertainty
We define uncertainty as the interval in which 95% of the measurement values are expected to
fall for the reported measurement value, illustrated in Figure 1 below.
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Figure 2 shows some other distributions which may be symmetrical, biased or discrete values.
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Conventional uncertainty analysis
Uncertainty of individual flow measurements or flow measurement systems is found using Root
Sum Square (RSS) methods, also known as Least Squares Approximation (LSA). This technique is
based on the Central Limit Theorem (CLT) whereby combinations of uncertainty distributions will tend
towards a Normal distribution. In practice resulting uncertainty distributions may not be Normal leading
to an under, or over, statement of uncertainty.
A detailed sensitivity analysis of each functional relationship in the measurement system is found
from partial derivatives or by numerical means. This is used with the measurement and the measurement
uncertainty for each input to find the uncertainty of the output. As a practical measure, to limit the
number of terms and simplify processing, the results from each of the functional relationships that make
up the measurement system are often approximated at each intermediate stage. This can place serious
doubts on the validity of the results.
For a given functional relationship:

y = f(x1 , x 2 , …… , x N )
The uncertainty is found from the RSS of the product of each measurement uncertainty (U),
measurement value (X) and the sensitivity (θ) to the output to the measurement as follows:
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Monte Carlo Simulation (MCS) uncertainty
Over the past five years development and collaboration by the authors in the analysis of
uncertainty using MCS have resolved many problems including elimination of approximations at
intermediate stages of processing. This is achieved by propagating uncertainty distributions through each
functional relationship in the measurement system. Uncertainty distributions are generated randomly and
applied simultaneously to the inputs. These then propagate through each functional relationship to
produce an output distribution. Uncertainty with a 95% confidence interval is found from the 2.5% and
97.5% percentiles of the output distribution or twice the standard deviation for symmetrical distributions.
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By utilizing the functional relationships MCS eliminates the need for a detailed mathematical
analysis as sensitivity is no longer required to compute uncertainty. Measurement inputs can have nonsymmetric uncertainty distributions and non-linearity, input dependency and systematic bias which are
all dealt with automatically. Each input uncertainty is simulated by randomly generated values with a
mean of the measurement value and a distribution represensting the 95% confidence interval. These
values are then applied to the functional relationship inputs:

y = f(x1 , x 2 , …… , x n )

U =

2 × stddev(trials(f(x1 , x 2 , …… , x N )))
mean(trials(f(x1 , x 2 , …… , x N )))

The uncertainty (U) of the resultant distribution represents is found from the 95% confidence
interval which for symetrical distributions is two standard deviations and for non-sysmetrical
distributions is at the 2.5% and 97.5% percentiles. Analysis of the distribution reveals a wealth of other
information including the difference between the mean and the allocation quantity which is an indication
of bias introduced by the measurement distribution or the functional relationship. The distribution skew
indicates the degree of symetry and the kurtosis indicates the sharpness of the distribution peak of the
distribution with a value of 3 for a normal distribution.
Comparison of RSS and MCS
The RSS and the MCS method’s give identical results for simple functional relationships. As the
complexity of the functional relationship increases non-linearities are introduced and it becomes difficult
to calculate the sensitivity for RSS solutions due to the large number of terms. For complex systems RSS
and MCS uncertainty will give similar results but will not give exact agreement due to approximations in
the RSS results that ignore non-linearity and dependency between inputs. In extreme cases there may be
significant differences. This may be due to bias which is not catered for by RSS or unrepresentative
distributions arising from the CLT assumptions.
Conventional RSS
− Based on “Central Limit Theorem”
− Difficult to analyze and cannot be automated
− Sensitivity must be found by numerical means
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− Dependency, non-linearity and 2nd order effects must be ignored or approximated
− Non-symmetrical distribution and bias are problematic
MCS Uncertainty
− Automation based on input-output relationship
− Sensitivity is not explicitly needed to find uncertainty
− Eliminates problems due to dependency, non-linearity, 2nd order effects
− Non-symmetrical distributions and bias are correctly propagated
− Propagates uncertainty from the measurement device to any level of processing
− Uncertainty may be found at each level or subsystem
− Propagates and finds bias
− Suitable for parallel processing of uncertainty
− Alternative to conventional methods
− Suitable for verification of conventional uncertainty findings
− Developed as a consequence of the difficulties building large uncertainty models
Non-linear non-symmetrical distribution example
This example shows how MCS can automatically deal with system outputs that have a nonlinear functional relationship to the inputs.
Figure 3 below illustrates how an uncertainty distribution can become distorted. MCS correctly
propagates the distribution whereas RSS can only find the resulting uncertainty limits and will
incorrectly treat this as a symmetrical normal distribution. This will be the case even if the result is
linearised with 2nd order derivative terms in the RSS sensitivity analysis.
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Application possibilities
When a new measurement station is built, an uncertainty calculation of the system should be
carried out. These figures are intended to show any associated parties the systems maximum potential
exposure at any given time, the limits of this figure are usually quoted in any legal agreement. If the new
measurement point is entering an existing pipeline system then it will be expected to meet the same level
of uncertainty budget as the other entrants into the system (this may be negotiable).
The initial intention of the MCS model was to ascertain the uncertainties of such a system.
During the development of the model other uses started to materialise; and as more individuals
interfaced with the product the application possibilities increased. Aspects of not just uncertainty
percentages but actual production allocation and determination became viable, mis-measurement
determination, facilities optimisation (enabling resource application to areas of greatest exposure) and
future prospect potential determination. This type of model has now being taken forward to become a
full operational tool. By taking the concept further, has allowed a full pipeline system model to be
developed give a high level view of exposure for all partners.
The conceptual stage of a project, looking at existing facilities and new tie back wells can be
reduced. By quickly determining the best overall usage of the existing facilities against the available and
proposed flow regimes under the conditions prevailing or envisaged. Thus making the determination of
whether it’s a viable proposal or not at an earlier stage, or in fact that by changing the present regime of
operating scenarios other previously discarded ventures may now be viable.
Propagation of uncertainty distributions
Input distributions may be normal, uniform, triangular, skewed, or any shape that reflects the
nature of the measurement being assessed. Using conventional analytical techniques [1], [4], the various
distributions are handled in the same manner, consequently the resultant “Root Sum Square” (RSS)
solution will give a “Normal” distribution regardless of the input type. The output distribution can also
be in error depending on the input shapes, skewed from the actual true mean with no indication of or
ability to calculate the offset value. Combination of distributions that are not symmetrical, or are poorly
defined; to find system uncertainty is difficult to achieve using analytical mathematics and this problem
is not confined to measurement uncertainty [2].
By utilizing the MCS technique to combine distribution curves, the type of input will be reflected
in the resultant output distribution, the correct propagation of distribution is carried forward (both in
terms of returning actual means and uncertainty distributions).
Propagation of MCS uncertainty is illustrated by some practical applications, covering
measurement uncertainty, loss management and allocation uncertainties. Two examples of a conceptual
and an operational model demonstrate MCS is a suitable method to find the random uncertainty and
systematic bias uncertainty of complex measurement systems. These examples utilize software tools
developed by the authors over the last five years and are based on over 60 projects to propagate
uncertainty from the measurement devices, through meter stations, to the measurement system outputs.
Conceptual model example
The first example is a conceptual model that is used to investigate a number of different
measurement and allocation schemes. Forecast production and operational conditions are used to
calculate the expected measurement quantities at the wells, hp separation metering and the export
metering for each of six operational cases. Process adjustment factors for each field are included for hp
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and lp (low pressure) processing and an imbalance factor is introduced to force an imbalance between
the source measurements and the export quantities.
The uncertainty for each measurement is found from a lookup table that has been calculated to
represent each measurement over the expected operating range. These uncertainties are used with
measurement values to generate trial values for input to the model. Trial values are then applied to the
model and the distribution of the results are used to find uncertainty. The uncertainty results are
compared on tables and with bar charts for absolute and relative uncertainty values. The schematic of the
allocation measurement and processing is shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 4 Allocation measurement and processing schematic
To improve understanding of the allocation process the allocation measurements and processing
are shown graphically in single line diagram schematic in Figure 5. Each box represents a measurement
or some other value such as a process adjustment factor and shows the relative point it relates to in the
allocation process. This visualization helps in the development of the model and conveniently
summarizes all the measurements and allocation parameters.
With conceptual models the measurement quantities are based on forecast production of oil gas
and water quantities by field or by well. These quantities are used with process adjustment and expected
water cut to find measured quantities for well tests, separator metering and export metering. This
initialization step creates values that represent the measurement quantities and can be applied directly
with the measurement to the allocation calculation to find the allocation quantities. Using MCS with the
measurement quantities and the measurement uncertainties trial values are generated and applied to the
allocation model to calculate and find an allocation distribution. The allocation uncertainty is found from
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the allocation distribution 95% confidence limits. By deducting the allocation from the mean of the
allocation distribution any bias introduced by the allocation equations can be identified.
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Allocation Single Line Diagram (SLD) schematic

In this example six operating cases were modeled including a base case which did not include the
new facilities. Various combinations of well testing, downhole meters, choke dp model and multi-phase
meters were included and compared to determine the optimum measurement configuration over the
operational life of the development. Figure 6 shows the allocation, absolute uncertainty and relative
uncertainty for the six cases. It is evident from the figure that some measurement cases result in a much
lower uncertainty than others in both relative and absolute terms.
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Figure 6 Allocation, Relative Uncertainty, Absolute Uncertainty for 6 measurement cases
Once a measurement case has been selected the model continues to be useful to investigate the
impact of changes to the production forecast or modifications to the plant. What-if scenarios can be
investigated or the model can be used to estimate mis-measurements and to justify dispensation requests.
While these requirements may not apply in all countries there is a general move towards a better
understanding of measurement uncertainty due to the realization that operators have a real financial
exposure due to third party developments on their facilities.
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Operational model example
In the this example the allocation uncertainty, and hence financial exposure, is found using MCS
for a gas-gathering pipeline in South East Asia. This is an operational model that determines the
allocation and the allocation uncertainty on a daily or sub daily basis providing an indication of the
quality of the allocation.
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Figure 7 Gas gathering pipeline system

An allocation and uncertainty model was supplied to model the gas gathering pipeline system
illustrated in Figure 6. Three fields feed the pipeline through identical measurement systems comprising
two multi-path ultrasonic meter streams (duty and standby) with an online gas chromatograph. Gas at the
receiving terminal is measured with a three-stream orifice system (two duty and one standby) with an
online gas chromatograph.
The measurement system calculates the real dry gross heating value in accordance with GPA2172
and GPA 2145 to find the energy flow at each pipeline entry point and the onshore terminal receiving
point. The energy flow at the receiving terminal is then simply allocated in proportion to the energy flow
at each pipeline entry point for accounting purposes. The standard volume for each measurement station
is also found and allocated proportionally for reporting purposes.
The four measurement systems are constructed as separate models each with a database to store
trial values from each simulation run. These are connected via the databases to an allocation model that
performs the following calculations for each field.
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Energy allocation:
E FieldAllocation =

E FieldMeasured × ETer min alMeasured

∑E

Field

FieldMeasured

Volume allocation:
VFieldAllocation =

VFieldMeasured × VTer min alMeasured

∑V

Field

FieldMeasured

Supervisory software schedules the simulation of each measurement model followed by the
allocation model to find the energy and volume allocation for each field and the uncertainty from the
MCS.
This model will be modified to automatically retrieve data at 15-minute intervals from a Fisher
Rosemount Delta V system linked to PI (Process Information) database with OPC (OLE for PC) client
software. The allocation and uncertainty are then calculated and the results handed off to the PI database
with OPC server software. Other systems then extract the allocation and uncertainty information from
the PI database for reporting and accounting.
Complex MCS model design
To manage the complexity of large systems, models are designed and constructed as a series of
hierarchal components of simple uncertainty models of each measurement device, which in turn are used
to construct meter stream, meter station and systems models.
Figure 8 overleaf, shows a single gas orifice plate measurement stream illustrating all stages of
calculation including configuration, initialisation and simulation. This particular element, which is
described as a “Generic Uncertainty Model System” (GUMS™), may be configured with switches for
most fiscal gas orifice measurement installations, as a standalone model to find the measurement
uncertainty of a single stream and as a plug-in component for larger systems.
Initial values are calculated for all measurements that have an uncertainty dependency such as the
differential pressure transducer. The uncertainty at flowing conditions is found based on the transducer
characteristics, calibration methods and calculation methods using traditional RSS or MCS methods.
The initial values and the uncertainty of each measurement are used to randomly generate trial
values with a normal distribution for each simulation input, which are then applied to the flow
calculation based on the selected configuration. In this case, configuration concerns the calculation
methods used to determine standard density, line density and calorific value. For example, line density
may be found with a gas composition from a gas chromatograph with AGA8 or a gas densitometer or
using an RD analyser (Relative Density) with PZT correction to line conditions.
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Figure 8 Fiscal gas orifice plate meter generic uncertainty model GUMS™
Figure 9 overleaf, shows the GUM in use as a plug-in component, as described by Coughlan,
Basil and Cox [5], for a multi-stream installation to find meter station uncertainty, which is in turn
plugged in to the pipeline system to find the production allocation uncertainty for each pipeline entrant.
This approach deals with the complexity of the system by assembling small manageable elements
starting with the measurement devices. At the lower levels, it is possible to use generic models of
measurement devices and standard measurement configurations. This can be extended to higher levels
where standard calculation methods are used, for example proportional mass component allocation. The
challenge is to produce configurable standard models with sufficient flexibility for most accepted
configurations
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The difficulty with the hierarchal approach illustrated in Figure 8 is that even though the model is
constructed from separate parts many of which are reusable the model remains a single entity. If any
single input to the system changes the entire simulation must be rerun and if the model is constructed
using a desktop application such as Excel it quickly becomes unwieldy restricting the maximum size of
the model.
MCS software modeling tools
A barrier to the widespread adoption of “Probabilistic Uncertainty Methods” (Monte Carlo
Simulation Uncertainty) has been the availability of suitable software to construct models of complex
measurement systems. Commercially available MCS software such as @RISK and Crystal Ball are
geared towards forecasting risk utilizing techniques based on standard deviation limits rather than 95%
or 99% confidence intervals. These and other products all require the model to exist as a single entity
within a desktop application, usually Microsoft Excel. This approach does not allow for connections
between separate models limiting the maximum model size and the entire model simulation must be
executed each time any input to the measurement system changes.
Sutherland and Basil [8], showed how by building models up as a series of asynchronous
elements very large models can be constructed that may be scaled to any level of complexity. During
simulation, each element runs on one or more processors to complete the simulation in the minimum
time to enable real time simulation. The database also enables operational scenarios to be saved or
retrieved and the construction of time based uncertainty models. With time based modelling, the
uncertainty of a measurement system with widely varying inputs and uncertainty can be found over a
regular or irregular time interval.
Figure 10 overleaf, illustrates the use of a database’s with each model to loosely couple the
separate model entities. Each database holds the model trial values from the simulation results and the
trial value statistics including mean and uncertainty. If a traditional RSS uncertainty model is used in
place of an MCS uncertainty model only the database statistics are required. Links to each subsequent
model level may use the statistics to generate trial values for input to next stage or the trial values may
be resampled using a uniform random number generator.
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If the next stage of processing requires more trial values than have been generated at the previous
level the database trial values are sampled repeatedly (over-sampling). Under-sampling is also possible
however it is not recommended except where the previous level has sufficient additional trials to ensure
that the distribution is representative for the reduced number of trials. If all models have the same
number of trial values the values may be resampled sequentially because the trial values are randomly
distributed in each database.
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Figure 10 Asynchronous database linking of uncertainty models
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Figure 11 Scenarios for operational cases and time based uncertainty modeling
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Figure 11 on the previous page, shows the use of scenarios for each model to investigate
operational cases such as Minimum, Normal and Maximum for each meter station and then at a
subsequent level select combinations for input to the next model.
With time based systems the database is synchronised at each level to create a scenario for each
time interval. If the number of trials is the same for all models the final result database values may be
summed to integrate the distribution over any time interval. This is useful where there is large variation
in the measured values leading to a variation in measurement uncertainty over a relatively short period of
time. By integrating the trial values the overall weighted value of the measured variable is found over the
chosen time interval.
The trial values and the statistics in the database provide information about the model output at
each level. This information includes the distribution of the trial values, the distribution mean, standard
deviation, kurtosis, skewness and the calculated model nominal value based on the model input nominal
value. In an allocation system this could be the reported allocation quantity so that the model may be
used to find final values in addition to the final value uncertainty. Figure 12 illustrates how the
calculated nominal value may also be used with the mean of the distribution to find systematic bias at
any level in the system.
Input to next model
• Resample trials

Nom

• Propagate nominal value

Stats

Model

Trials

Nominal Mean MCS
Value
Value

Figure 12 Propagation of bias Bias = Nominal value - MCS distribution mean value
Proposed MCS CAD system
To further simplify the implementation of probabilistic (MCS) uncertainty models a CAD system
is proposed that will enable models to be constructed from a series of calculation blocks that are
graphically wired together to propagate uncertainty. The availability of a CAD MCS system will remove
the need for specialist skills in the construction of uncertainty models for use in all branches of
engineering, science and metrology.
The current MCS software tools are at the third stage in a planned development resulting in a
graphical CAD system for engineers, scientist and metrologists to develop their own uncertainty models.
The current MCS software simplifies and standardises in-house development of uncertainty models but
requires the involvement of engineers and programmers with a thorough understanding of uncertainty.
The proposed CAD system illustrated in Figure 13 will remove the need for the direct involvement of
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programmers and reduce the level of understanding of uncertainty to that of the end users discipline. The
objective of the CAD uncertainty system is to introduce MCS to a much wider audience and simplify the
application of uncertainty in all areas of measurement.
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Figure 13 Proposed MCS CAD system
Conclusions
− The practical application of MCS software tools to propagate uncertainty through complex
measurement systems has been successfully demonstrated on a number of projects. These include
systems with a variety of scenarios and time based systems.
− MCS uncertainty propagation provides a robust means to find uncertainty for the Uncertainty Based
Allocation (UBA) currently proposed for subsea with unavoidably large measurement uncertainties
− Decoupling models using databases allows scaling up to any level of complexity and enables the use
of parallel computers to speed up the processing of results for real time applications.
− Generic Uncertainty Model System (GUMS™) mimics the behavior of measurement devices,
transducers and measurement systems to simplify the construction of complex uncertainty models.
− Propagating the nominal calculated value with trial values enables the measurement uncertainty
model to become the measurement system, delivering both the final values and uncertainty.
− By integrating (summating) trial values over a time interval the uncertainty can be found for any
period without modification to the transient uncertainty model.
− The database statistical data provides a snapshot of all the intermediate and final values and
uncertainty results of the measurement system.
− The availability of CAD MCS software tools will remove the need for specialist skills in the
construction of uncertainty models in all branches of engineering, science and metrology.
− The authors believe that MCS will revolutionize the estimation of uncertainty in the near future.
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